Walking their Paths. Workshop for students

Age group:

15-19 years old

Time:

90 to 120 mins.

Location:

A walking tour of downtown Oświęcim

Objectives:

1. Learning about the Jews in Oświęcim in 19th and 20th century
2. Developing empathy with Holocaust survivors from the town
3. Understanding the aftermath of the Holocaust in Oświęcim

Educational results: 1. Acquiring knowledge about the history of the local Jewish community
2. Developing skills of presenting historical content
3. Promoting respect towards the victims of the Holocaust and WW2
Additional necessary materials:
1. Key to the Jewish Cemetery (available for borrow at AJC)
2. Photographs and cemetery symbols (included in this document for own printing)
3. Descriptions of sites to be visited (links to respective webpages included in this document)
Pre-visit teacher preparation should include:
- orientation in topography of downtown Oświęcim (map included in this document)
- knowledge of basic facts about the visited sites oshpitzin.pl/map/
Pre-visit student preparation should include:
- preparation of short presentations about the visited sites (list of sites follows on the next page)
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Step by step:
A. Pre-visit preparation at school
Ask your students to prepare concise (2-3 mins.) individual or group presentations about the sites
they are going to visit during the workshop. You can assign sites to each student/group or organize
a draw.
Students should browse oshpitzin.pl/map/ to find relevant information about each of the visited
sites:
1. Chevra Lomdei Mishnayot Synagogue
2. Priest Jan Skarbek Square (described in the section about Kornreich and Dattner House)
3. Castle
4. Jacob Haberfeld's Vodka and Liquor Factory
5. Bobover Yeshiva
6. Great Synagogue
7. Main Square (Polish name: Rynek Główny)
8. House of Rabbi Eliyahu Bombach
9. Herz Hotel
10. Jewish Cemetery
It is important for the educational impact of this workshop that students prepare their own
presentations rather than read from website screenshots.
B. Walking tour
1. The tour starts in front of the Chevra Lomdei Mishnayot synagogue
Please note! Remember to enter the Auschwitz Jewish Center and borrow the key to the Jewish
Cemetery.
Ask a student/group to present on the history of the synagogue. Add any information if necessary
and encourage additional questions from other students.
2. Repeat the procedure with other sites until you reach the Jewish Cemetery. Enter the cemetery
and ask students for a short presentation.
3. After the presentation and questions explain that the last task on the tour will be exploring
symbolism of Jewish tombstones also known as matzevas. Distribute six students sheets with
symbols and explanations (available for own printing in this document.)
4. The task is to find a tombstone with a similar symbol and explain its meaning to other students.
Give students approximately 10 minutes to locate symbols and prepare their presentations.
5. After the task has been completed invite further questions. Encourage students to visit the
Auschwitz Jewish Center and www.oshpitzin.pl for more information. Remember to return the key.
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Find a tombstone with symbol similar to one on the photo and
explain its meaning based on the description below.

BLESSING HANDS

Symbol carved on the tombstones of Jewish priests (Hebrew:
kohanim), or Jewish males who trace their roots back to Aaron.
Aaron was the first High Priest of Israel and the brother of Moses.
His male descendants performed sacrificial offerings in the Temple
in Jerusalem.
Following destruction of the Temple by Romans in 70 CE the
kohanim have retained a minor but special role in Jewish religious
practice. These include priority in being called to reading of Torah in
synagogue. During certain prayers kohanim deliver the Priestly
Benediction and raise their hands and fingers in a special way
which is symbolically presented on their tombstones.

Find a tombstone with symbol similar to one on the photo and
explain its meaning based on the description below.

CANDLESTICK

Shabbat and other festivals begin with lighting candles and reciting
blessings over them by women. Accordingly, the images of
candlesticks are carved on women's tombstones.
In some cases a broken candle is depicted which denotes the
sudden death of a person.

Find a tombstone with symbol similar to one on the photo and
explain its meaning based on the description below.

CROWN

Crown is one of the most common symbols in Jewish tradition.
It may refer to the piety of the person since the crown is a symbol of
Torah, the holy book of Judaism.
The crown with inscription Keter Shem Tov (Hebrew: crown of a
good name) may also symbolize that the individual interred was a
good person, based on the Talmudic passage:
There are three crowns: the crown of Torah, the crown of
priesthood and the crown of kingship. But the crown of a good
name surpasses them all (Pirke Avot...)

Find a tombstone with symbol similar to one on the photo and
explain its meaning based on the description below.

DEER

The deer can represent a number of things. The Hebrew name Tzvi
and the Yiddish name Hersh both mean „deer.” The name Tzvi is
often associated with the name Naftali because when Jacob
blessed Naftali, he called him an ayalah, a kind of deer. The
positive association with the deer is reflected is the following
statement of the Talmud:
„Be bold as a leopard,
light as an eagle,
swift as a deer,
and strong as a lion
to carry out the will
of your Father in Heaven." (Pirkei Avos 5:23)

Find a tombstone with symbol similar to one on the photo and
explain its meaning based on the description below.

GRAPEVINE

A grapevine is an ancient symbol of fertility and of the people of
Israel.
In Psalm 80 Israel is likened to the grapevine taken from Egypt and
planted in the Promised Land, which itself is often represented by a
grapevine.
The symbol may also refer to the spiritual wealth brought by the
person to his/her community.

Find a tombstone with symbol similar to one on the photo and
explain its meaning based on the description below.

JUG AND BOWL

Symbol carved on tombstones of Levites ie. descendants of Levi*
who assisted kohanim (Hebrew: priests) in performing sacrificial
offerings in the Temple in Jerusalem.
Their duties included ritual washing of hands of kohanim before the
latter recite the Priestly Benediction, hence the symbols: jug and
bowl or jug alone.
* Levi: on of the 12 sons of Yaakov who started the 12 tribes of
Israel.

Find a tombstone with symbol similar to one on the photo and
explain its meaning based on the description below.

STAR OF DAVID

The star of David (Hebrew: Magen David) is an ancient sign which
became associated with the Jewish people in the fourteenth
century.
Legend has it that the Magen David was inscribed on shields
carried by soldiers of king David to ensure divine protection.
The oldest tombstones with Star of David have been preserved in
the Jewish cemetery in Prague on graves of males named David.
The star of David continues to denote the Jewish people and the
State of Israel.

